Abstract-Automatic recognition of highlights from videos is a fundamental and challenging problem for content-based indexing and retrieval applications. In this paper, we propose techniques to solve this problem using knowledge supported extraction of semantics, and compressed-domain processing is employed for efficiency. Firstly, knowledgebased rules are utilized for shot detection on extracted DCimages, and statistical skin detection is applied for human object detection. Secondly, through filtering outliers in motion vectors, improved detection of camera motions like zooming, panning and tilting are achieved. Video highlight high-level semantics are then automatically extracted via low-level analysis in the detection of human objects and camera motion events, and finally these highlights are taken for shot-level annotation, indexing and retrieval. Results using a large test video data set have demonstrated the accuracy and robustness of the proposed techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades, the rapid developments in Internet and multimedia techniques have led to the explosive growth of digital media applications. For extracting useful information from massive multimedia data sources, conventional text-based methods rely on adequate and accurate annotation of the associated contents. Due to the lack of flexibility and robustness of such annotations, the content-based approach to analysis, indexing and retrieval of media data has attracted much attention. Owing to its flexible nature and huge commercial potential, the content-based approach has been applied in applications such as digital libraries, video on demand and telemedicine [1] [2] . In these applications, a fundamental task is extracting semantics such as meaningful highlights from videos. This is highly desirable as it could help to automate the annotation and abstract generation of video content for fast browsing and searching of whole videos. Unfortunately, this problem is still far from completely solved towards real applications.
Generally speaking, a video contains frames in series and can thus be considered as to have a linear structure. On the other hand, videos can also be represented using a hierarchical structure in which video shots and video scenes are two commonly used elements at a higher level than frames. A video shot comprises frames from a continuous camera motion, such as zooming, panning or tilting, and different shots can be composed together by special editing effects like fade in/fade out, dissolve, etc [1] [2] [3] [4] . Video scenes usually contain several shots and represent a relatively complete item of semantic content. Moreover, key frames are also introduced to characterize each shot or scene. Consequently, there are at least four levels in the hierarchical representation of a video, including key frames, shots, scenes and the whole video. Although this hierarchical structure provides a practical approach to video representation, it lacks the type of semantic content required by general users. Therefore, it is our aim to extract highlight semantics from videos and annotate the video shots for further content-based indexing and retrieval.
In most videos, human activity is the focus. As a result, human objects are detected in our system, via skin pixels detection. In fact, the detection of skin pixels in videos plays an important role in many significant image and vision applications, including face detection, facial expression and gesture recognition, human-computer interaction and even naked people detection [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . With human objects detected, object-oriented indexing and access of the whole video can then be achieved.
In many video applications, highlights are emphasized by including human subjects in motion patterns, such as zooming-in and zooming-out camera motions or walking and running object motions. Such types of highlights are used in TV news, sports games, and films, etc. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . As a result, we intend to detect these kinds of situations for the intelligent indexing and retrieval of video.
To illustrate how our system works for video highlight extraction and retrieval, a block diagram is given in Fig. 1 . This contains five main blocks: feature extraction, shot detection, motion event detection, human object extraction, and extraction and indexing of highlights. It is interesting to note that video-highlight and high-level semantics are automatically extracted via low-level feature analysis, including the detection of human objects and camera motion events for shot-level video indexing and retrieval.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows. Firstly, we propose effective methods for feature extraction from DC image components and motion vectors, which are then successfully employed for video shot detection. Secondly, these compressed domain features are used in the estimation of camera motion. Then, statistical modeling is used to determine skin pixels for human object detection. Finally, an effective solution is introduced to automatically extract video highlights and semantics from low-level feature analysis for semantic annotation, indexing and retrieval of video. Since all the relevant techniques are based on compressed MPEG videos, our system can achieve real-time performance in online applications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a comprehensive literature review in terms of video segmentation, human object detection and motion pattern detection. In Section III, details of the compressed domain feature extraction and video segmentation are discussed. In Section IV, the extraction of human objects, an improved scheme for determining camera motion patterns and an overall workflow for video highlights indexing and retrieval are presented. Comprehensive experimental results and discussions are given in Section V with some brief conclusions drawn in Section VI.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
In this section, relevant work on video segmentation, skin and human object detection as well as motion pattern detection is reviewed. Among these techniques, we focus on knowledge-supported ones for the extraction of semantics and highlights for video indexing and retrieval. In addition, as most media data is available in compressed formats, compressed-domain processing is employed to avoid the full computational cost of decoding the whole sequence.
Generally, domain knowledge is essential for the extraction of highlights and automatic annotation of the videos, as the semantic content within videos is normally context-based. For example, the highlights in sports videos, such as closed captions, slow-motion replays and special zooms [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] are quite different from those in political news, as the former is regulated by gamedependent rules but the latter relies on common understanding of real life. However, it is found that almost all these highlights have corresponding camera motion patterns, such as zooming-in, panning or tilting. According to statistical results from [9] , such player close-up highlights occupy 39.1%, 25.1%, 39.4%, 48.1% and 57.6% of their predefined shot classes in tennis, soccer, basketball, volleyball and table tennis game videos, respectively. Therefore, the detection of such motion in these types of videos with human objects seems a straightforward solution.
A. Video Segmentation
Using shot boundary detection for video segmentation is not a new topic. It was originally introduced decades ago to detect abrupt cuts in videos [1] [2] [3] [4] . Since then, many techniques have been developed in the compressed and uncompressed domains. Basically, techniques applied in the uncompressed domain can be transferred to the compressed domain, though with lower resolution. This is due to blocks of pixel values in the uncompressed domain corresponding to DC components in the compressed domain. In general, compressed domain processing is more efficient, yet less accurate, than corresponding methods applied in the uncompressed domain.
Recently, a formal study of shot boundary detection [5] basically divided the problem into three parts, namely feature extraction, similarity based signal continuity construction, and classification. Using features extracted from compressed and/or uncompressed domain, a continuity signal is constructed which represents the similarity between neighboring frames. In some cases, a graph model is introduced for this continuity signal. For implementing the decision stage, rule-based approaches and statistical machine learning approaches such as SVM or neural networks have become more popular than traditional thresholding based approaches, even though the latter may include some adaptability [6] .
For feature extraction, pixel-based methods are perhaps the simplest ones for shot detection, but they are sensitive to both motion and lighting changes and motion compensation is usually utilized to obtain a more reliable measurement of frame difference [7] . Alternatively, histogram-based approaches, including luminance and chromatic histograms, can be used, as they are either invariant or insensitive to motion [5] . Although texture and edges is useful in image segmentation, they are less effective in shot detection, possibly because these are not dominant features in general videos. On the other hand, motion features, including both camera and object motions, are widely adopted in compressed or even uncompressed domain for shot detection [3] [4] .
B. Motion Pattern Determination
Camera motion is important for at least two reasons: i) it can help to reduce false alarms in shot detection; ii) it can be utilized for event detection and automatic annotation of video content. In most cases, only pan, tilt and zoom factors are considered in such estimations [3] [4] [5] . There are two ways of estimating the camera motion according to whether the algorithm makes use of motion vectors from compressed videos or not. Some examples of motion estimation are given below.
Since motion vectors are already stored in compressed videos, compressed-domain processing to estimate camera motion seems an efficient approach. In Zhang et al. [7] , sum of difference between motion vectors and change of signs of motion vectors (across the zoom centre) are used in estimating panning, tilting and zooming factors. In Kobla et al. [15] , dominant motion in a directional histogram comprising 8 bins is taken to estimate pan and tilt parameter values and then focus of contraction and focus of expansion are used in determining zoom parameter values. In [16] , arbitrary camera motion is estimated from MPEG videos by removing outlier motion vectors. In [4] , Tan et al. introduced rapid estimate of camera motion from Pframes in MPEG videos, however, it lacks accuracy when large moving objects exist. As a result, an improved version is presented in Section 4.1 for robustness.
C. Skin and Human Object Detection
Employing skin detection to locate human objects in videos is a straightforward approach owing to the fact that human skin has consistent characteristics which are significantly different from many other objects [13] . Some other common methods of detecting human objects include face detection (using Haar-like features) [18] [19] and motion and appearance modeling [20] [21] .
For skin detection, pixel-based classification has been widely employed with various color spaces, including RGB [12] , HSV [11] , YUV/YCbCr [10] , etc. Generally, these skin detection methods can be simply categorized into two classes by examining whether the luminance intensity component is utilized or not. Due to differences between the training and test data, inconsistent results have been reported in which some people found that ignoring luminance component helped to achieve better robustness [14] ; however, others suggest that luminance is essential for accurate modeling of skin colors [10] . In addition, it is found that training with different color spaces produces comparable results provided that the luminance component is included to ensure invertible conversion between color spaces is achieved [10] . This justifies selecting a suitable color space on the basis of how easily the color components can be extracted, rather than by considering effectiveness. For instance, YCbCr and RGB spaces are naturally choices for compressed and uncompressed videos, respectively.
Parametric and nonparametric models of skin color are two main approaches for effective skin detection. For parametric models, Gaussian or mixture of Gaussian distributions is usually adopted [13] . An EM (Expectation Maximum) approach is normally taken to estimate the parameter values for these models. For non-parametric approaches, histogram-based models and neural networks are the two main techniques since these are found to give results outperforming other approaches [10, 12] . In this paper, we use histogram-based approaches for modeling skin colors followed by maximum likelihood-based classification as discussed in Section 4.2.
III. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND VIDEO SEGMENTATION
In our system, the input data stream is MPEG compressed video. It is well-known that block-based motion estimation and data representation form the fundamental structure in the MPEG standard, and a macroblock of 1616 pixels is the basic element for analysis and coding, as motion vectors are defined using these macroblocks. In addition, each macroblock is further divided into four 88 sub-blocks, on which the DCT and IDCT are applied. Hence there is one DC coefficient and 63 AC coefficients for every sub-block. For each macroblock, we have 4 luminance sub-blocks and one chromatic sub-block for the Cb and the Cr components when the 4:2:0 chromatic representation is used. Descriptions of the feature extraction and video segmentation are provided in the following sections. 
A. Feature Extraction from MPEG Videos
Since all the macroblocks are intra-coded in I-frames, the corresponding DC images can be easily extracted. For P-and B-frames, weighted motion compensation is applied as the current macroblock may contain contributions from its four original neighboring blocks in the reference frame. Each DC value is 8 times the average intensity of the related sub-block and the image made up of the DC values provides a low-resolution version of the original image for analysis.
If we denote 
For frames i and j , the normalized luminance difference is then defined as follows:
. (2) Similarly, the normalized differences of the two chromatic components are defined as follows:
. (4) In addition, we define 
B. Shot Change Detection for Video Segmentation
From our observations of over 25,000 frames, taken from sequences containing more than 150 shots, we found that shot boundary, including both cuts and gradual transitions (GT), can usually be characterized as follows:
 Luminance difference: When a shot change occurs, there is a discontinuity in luminance intensity between the neighboring frames;
 Chromatic difference: A discontinuity in chromatic signals between neighboring frames is found when a shot change occurs. However, we have also found some false alarms of two types as follows:
 Motion: both camera motion and object motion can cause inconsistent measurement of frame difference of
 Change of luminance and/or chrominance in frames may be caused by flicker or flashing lights. Hence these two false alarms need to be removed. Although both gradual transitions (GT) and cuts share some common characteristics, such as luminance and chromatic differences, they are different in two ways: i) the difference between neighboring frames of a GT is smaller in comparison with neighboring frames of a cut, although the boundary frames of a GT is as different as the boundary frames of a cut; ii) during the shot change a GT includes more frames than a cut does. A cut can be considered as a coarse-sampled GT containing only two frames and both can be detected as follows. 
IV. EXTRACTION OF VIDEO OBJECTS AND EVENTS
After video segmentation, we extract video objects and events within each video shot. The events here refer to camera motions such as zooming in and out, panning and tilting, etc., and objects are restricted to human entities which are a dominant element in video content. In addition, video highlights are indexed and retrieved as certain objects involved in relevant events.
A. Determining Camera Motion Patterns
In the 6-parameter projective camera model considering only rotation and zoom between frames defined in Eqs. (9) (10) (13) where
As we pointed out in Section 2.2, the above solution suffers from false alarms caused by object motion. In our improved approach, the method introduced in [17] is employed to remove outlier motion vectors using smoothness and neighborhood constraints. Hence not all the inter-coded macroblocks are used in estimating of camera motion. Instead, only macroblocks with motion vectors satisfying smoothness conditions in [17] . (15) Furthermore, temporal median filtering is applied to these detected motion patterns for robustness, using a window size of three frames. Afterwards, the number of sequential frames with the same motion pattern is counted. If this number is more than 5, corresponding to an interval of 0.2s at 25fps, the motion pattern is considered to be valid due to the fact that the human vision system is less sensitive to events in short clips.
A. Skin Detection
A histogram-based statistical modeling approach is applied for skin detection in our system, using the skin colors in a set of images manually labeled as ground truth data. Since our training and detection is based on MPEG videos, one of the differences between our work and that of others is that we need to map probabilities from pixel level to macroblock level to take account of compresseddomain processing.
The YCbCr color space is utilized in our approach because corresponding values are easily extracted from MPEG data. For each labeled block of skin color, the associated color entry is denoted as ) , , ( (17) gives a fractional measurement of color entry occurrence which helps to achieve more accuracy.
With the statistical model defined above and data for each color entry c extracted from the ground truth ROC curves of skin detection results from trained data using YCbCr and CbCr color spaces are shown in Fig. 2 . This clearly demonstrates that training using the YCbCr space yields better performance than training using the CbCr space, although some researchers believe that the latter is more robust [14] . The threshold 
C. Video Highlight Indexing and Retrieval
Having extracted video events and objects, video highlights are then obtained as certain (human) objects undergoing motion events. These highlights are associated with corresponding video shots for shot level indexing and retrieval. Consequently, the overall workflow of our system for the extraction of highlights can be summarized as follows: i) For each input video, shot boundaries are detected for video segmentation; ii) Within each detected video shot, video events of camera motion patterns and video objects of human entities are extracted;
iii) Video highlights are determined as video objects in conjunction with certain events, such as panning or zooming-in human objects;
Finally, these extracted video highlights are further used as semantic concepts in shot-level automatic video annotation, content indexing and retrieval.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In our experiments, we have utilized 8 test sequences from the four categories: film, sports, news and education programmes. Information about the test sequences is provided in Table I . In total there are 104800 frames segmented into 278 shots (77 cuts and 201 GTs) and we also manually labeled video highlights comprising 27 zoomed-in human objects and 75 other camera events.
In this section, the results are evaluated in terms of video segmentation, object detection, event detection and content-based retrieval. For quantitative evaluation, precision and recall rates are calculated as follows. 
For video segmentation, precision and recall were measured over each test sequence as reported in Table II . All the measures are presented for the detection of cuts, GTs and overall performance. Evaluations of 1 F measures over our eight test sequences are plotted in Fig.  3 for comparisons. As can be seen from both Table II and Fig. 3 , firstly our shot detection approach yields promising results in terms of good precision and recall rates. Secondly, much better results have been achieved for the detection of cuts in comparison with the detection of GTs. Owing to the fact that the number of GTs is more than that of cuts in each sequence, the overall performance is slightly higher than that of GT detection but much lower than that of cut detection. Improvements in the detection of GTs need to be further investigated, especially for reducing false alarms, to obtain higher precision measures.
After shot detection, human objects are extracted within each shot via the detection of skin pixels. A frame is labeled as containing human objects if there is at least one skin block detected, satisfying two conditions: i) its area exceeds a given threshold and ii) the ratio of the height to width of its bounding box lies within a certain range. Fig. 4 shows three examples to illustrate detected skin blocks and labeled human objects and also shows the original images for comparisons. As can be seen, the proposed algorithm has successfully detected skin blocks from different color images. Applying the constraints of minimum area and valid range of height-width ratio, false alarms are removed.
For camera event detection, the results extracted from each sequence are given in Table III , again using the precision and recall measures. As can be seen, the recall rate is fairly good (greater than 85%) but precision needs to be improved. One reason for this is that the number of events contained in each video sequence is quite limited, especially for camera zooming events, hence even one false alarm may cause poor precision rate in quantitative evaluations. In addition, the results for detecting camera shifts including pan, tilt and mixing are better than for detecting zooming effects.
Having extracted human objects and detected camera events, the original videos are then indexed in each shot for content-based retrieval as follows: Figure 5 . Main query interface with list of extracted facial objects. Figure 6 . Retrieval performance measurement using precision-recall curves in terms of objects, events and combination of the two.
1) Indexing of extracted human objects; 2) Indexing of camera events, including zoomingin, zooming-out, panning, tilting, etc.; 3) Indexing of human objects under camera events.
Therefore, three retrieval tests are achieved by access to these indexes. For the first test, extracted human objects are shown as a list of main characters for both content-based browsing and example-based query. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 within our main retrieval interface where the image within the bounding box of associated skin block is clipped to show in the list. For the second test, sketch-based query is utilized through selection within 11 patterns of camera motion, including camera shifts in 8 directions, zooming in/out and static status. The third one is a combination of the previous two.
The three tests above have been found to be userfriendly in terms of effective video retrieval, especially in content-based retrieval at event level and object level. The corresponding performance is analyzed in detail, again using precision and recall measures and the results presented in Fig. 6 . As can be seen, the best and the worst results are found with object retrieval and combined retrieval, respectively, whilst retrieval of events yields intermediate results. This happens because human objects have been extracted more accurately than camera events. Since such inaccuracy in the extraction of objects and events will lead to inadequate content indexing, large errors will be generated in querying both objects and events due to accumulated inaccuracy in comparison with manual ground truth. However, the overall performance is still very promising considering the fact that our algorithm is fully implemented in the compressed domain and the accuracy can be further improved by introducing pixel domain processing.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
An approach for the extraction of highlights in compressed videos has been presented. It is found that features obtained from MPEG videos using the DCT domain and YUV color spaces yields quite good performance in terms of shot detection, camera motion determination and statistical skin detection. The effectiveness of the proposed techniques has been successfully demonstrated by our experiments with a variety of test sequences. As the whole system is implemented in the compressed domain, real-time processing will be possible for many potential applications. Further investigations will be undertaken for face detection and recognition from the detected skin candidates to improve highlight extraction and semantic video indexing, retrieval and annotation.
